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BARROWCH Chameleon
Fish removable 240

radiator with temperature
display screen POM Edition

- Black

$72.50

Product Images

Short Description

The Barrowch Chameleon Fish comes is either 120, 240 or 360 lengths. Comes with temperature display
screen that can be changed to either side of the radiator. It has a changeable water chamber that can be
change from PMMA to POM or vice versa. You also have the ability to change out the aluminum alloy borders
to various colors to match the color scheme of your build. 

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

The Barrowch Chameleon Fish comes is either 120, 240, 360, and 480mm lengths. Comes with temperature
display screen that can be changed to either side of the radiator. It has a changeable water chamber that can
be change from PMMA to POM or vice versa. You also have the ability to change out the aluminum alloy
borders to various colors to match the color scheme of your build.

Barrow and Barrowch was established in 2010. It is an export-oriented and domestically-manufactured
manufacturing enterprise specializing in computer and industrial water cooling equipment and precision
hardware components. The advanced design concept and internal structure are deeply loved by domestic
and foreign enthusiasts of water cooling players.

Dual pass radiator designed for computer liquid cooling
High liquid and air flow design
Copper fin spacing optimized for high flow fans
Slim height for easy mounting
Perfect for all overclocking and silent projects
Integrated OLED LCD Screen

Features
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Specifications
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Additional Information

Brand Barrowch

SKU FBCFRX-240P-BK

Weight 6.0000

Color Black

Radiator Size 240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Thickness 30mm

Vendor SKU/EAN 6937826663420


